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after saving the file, the icon will appear on the gps, and when
you click on it, youll see a dialog that lets you see a thumbnail
of the icon. the icon should be sized to appear similar to the

size of the normal waypoint symbol. however, if the icon
appears larger than the normal symbol, it means that the icon

was saved in a larger format. you can select a different
symbol, or resize the icon so it appears like the normal symbol

size. in this case, i want to resize the icon so it matches the
size of the normal symbol, so i click the icon, then go to the

next tab (after this one, the size of the icon doesnt matter). in
the location tab, look under icon size. mine is set to 24. click
the button with an arrow to the left of the label, which now

becomes your new symbol. repeat this process for each
symbol that you want to replace, including the ones located on
the map, the road, and anywhere else you want. when youre
done, click done to return to the main screen, and then click
next to save your changes. the screen now says "symbols

saved." a screen capture of my icons as they appear on my
garmin 60cx is shown at the bottom of the post. this is how

they appear on the garmin 605. theres a few differences, most
notably the absence of a road symbol on the unit. it might be
possible to port a road symbol from the mapsource icons, but
as i said, i havent found any. update: i received a tip from a
garmin enthusiast who found a partial listing for the garmin
colorado series in the garmin offload utility manual. its a bit
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brief, but it says the gps units are compatible with waypoint
symbols. the manual does not mention that the units are

compatible with the new waypoint symbols, though. if you use
a garmin colorado series gps unit, and you want to know if it

supports waypoint symbols, please let me know.
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The following list contains waypoints that have been used to
mark specific places that have been discussed within the audio

recordings. Note that for data collected as part of this
exemplar project, the researcher applied some additional
criteria to categorise the places when they were located.

Curfews were used to limit the apparent number of waypoints
of significant places to one for each location, by identifying the
earliest possible time at which the location could have become
a waypoint. The researcher identified curfew periods by using
newspaper reports of relevant events, and other sources from
the National Primary Care Archive, the Royal Town Planning
Institute, the British National Archive and local heritage sites
such as museums and local council archives. The researcher
sometimes identified the location using the postcode of the

place. Some places (such as religious sites, small tourist
attractions, etc) were still waypoints after the curfew period
had expired. Version 7 of Google Earth can be downloaded

from the Google website. It is strongly recommended that you
first install the free version of this software, which allows you

to zoom to any location on the planet and view satellite
imagery. It is necessary to have an account with Google if you

wish to create and use KML files on a regular basis. A free
account allows you to create up to 2GB of space on your
Google account and this is more than sufficient for one

collection of waypoints. After installing the free version, open
the App Manager on your wristwatch or use the My Places

feature within the Google Earth software to create a new place
and set it as a default start location, and then use the special
toolbar controls to navigate to your waypoint collection. You
can then navigate using the special toolbar search controls
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and or search box, use the fly to field tool, and zoom in by
clicking on the building in the photo. 5ec8ef588b
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